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Chapter 3016
“Shuiyue Cave Sky? This is Shuiyue Cave Sky?” Seeing that hole, the pangolin was
very surprised.

“The moon in the water, the sky in the cave, in fact, Miss Xia Ran told us the answer
from the beginning, but…” Speaking of this, George Han shook his head embarrassedly:
“It’s just that we two think too much. “

After speaking, with the pangolin, the two slowly walked towards the entrance of the
cave.

The surrounding red fish, flying prawns swim lightly, and the coral scallops are swaying
together and moving inside, which is wonderful.

“Go in.” The

two looked at each other and stepped into the hole. The hole was two meters high and
three people with wide feet walked side by side. There was still white sand under their
feet, and blisters were still floating.

After traveling for about ten meters, the cave suddenly opened up, and its area was
wide enough to beat the palace on land.

Inside the cave, there are no decorations. There are only ten statues that are separated
around. Among the nine statues, there are beautiful and very beautiful golden phoenix,
peacock, fire phoenix, and fierce and very fierce big Peng that attracts the wind, and at
the top of them is one. The figure is obviously bigger, and the whole body looks more
beautiful and full of imposing momentum. There are huge statues in front of the deer,
snake head and fish tail, dragon turtle back, swallow jaw chicken beak, and five colors.

Just looking at it, just a statue, you know that this thing is by no means ordinary, even
awe-inspiring.

“Is this the original phoenix?” George Han couldn’t help sighing as he looked at the huge
statue in front of him.

Just a statue can shock George Han like this. George Han even wondered, if it really
appeared in front of him, how strong would the shock be? !

“Is that a blue mallard?” The pangolin’s focus is on the eighth of the nine statues.
Although its size is smaller than the independent one in the middle, it is much larger than
the other eight.



“In the legend, its body is huge and comparable to that of a giant kun, and it can set off
huge waves with its wings. It is the strongest among the rumored nine phoenixes.” The
pangolin murmured and explained.

“What about the white one?” George Han asked.

“The snow owl, the king of birds in the ice, does not eat or drink. It exhales as fog and
vomits as snow,” said the pangolin.

“The blue one is Qingluan, next to it are the golden phoenix and the fire phoenix. The
golden phoenix is   elegant and unique in temperament. It can transform a human
form. The fire phoenix will not die, but will be born after nirvana.””As for peacocks, they
like to eat human flesh. They have a very good relationship with the dragon eaters. The
one over there is Baiming, which can pass the rhythm and make the most beautiful
sound in the world.”

Long Zhi Each of the nine sons is different, and each is extraordinary, but the nine
youngsters in Fengzhong, why don’t they all lead the way?

Thinking of this, George Han also suddenly thought of the stalk of the earth, the
so-called Crouching Dragon and Phoenix Chick…

“By the way, where’s sister Xia Ran?”

Hearing George Han talked about it, the pangolin also remembered that when the two
came in, they were killed by ten. Attracted by the statue, he has forgotten the existence
of Xia Ran.

“Didn’t we make an appointment that she is waiting for us here?” The pangolin also
looked around, but although the space here is large, Xia Ran has never been seen.

But just as the two looked around, suddenly silver light flashed in the entire space, and
then in the flash, a sharp but extremely beautiful voice sounded.

The entire silver light turned into a diversified light, and the place where the two of them
stood, defending against the Buddha was like a realm of dreams.

“Chang!”

A more imposing cry struck, the ten statues in the cave except the largest one, and the
other nine suddenly dropped the lime from their bodies, spread their wings instantly, and
flew straight to the top of the cave.

“My FUCK!” George Han couldn’t help shouting excitedly when he saw this situation
back.



The nine great phoenix chicks suddenly soared into the hole above their heads. While
the nine different brilliant colors were dazzling, what was even more shocking was the
tremendous pressure that nine behemoths appeared at the same time.

Phoenix Yu Fei, Yi Fei returned nine of his mothers. How could this not make people
dumbfounded on the spot?

Even the well-informed George Han was completely stunned at this time. Nine pillars of
light radiated from them, each of them soaring and spreading their wings and posing
with their heads high.

“What’s the situation?” Beside, the pangolin was obviously taken aback, looking at what
happened in front of him incredibly.

Pangolin I do not know, they know where to South Korea three thousand, being hurried I
do not know what to do, when suddenly, at this most critical moment, nine young
phoenix eyes slowly focused on the two men who ……

this Look, George Han and the pangolin have all subconsciously withdrew…

Chapter 3017
“I’m so stressed.” The pangolin couldn’t help but swallowed its saliva and said softly
beside George Han.

George Han was not much better. At this time, cold sweat oozes from his forehead. For
some reason, when the nine young phoenixes looked at him at the same time, even as
strong as him, he felt an invisible coercion. He pressed himself so hard to breathe.

Perhaps this is the aura of the ancient beast.

Seeing George Han was also a little nervous, and the pangolin remembered that
George Han had to rely on himself in his current state. Therefore, he swallowed his
saliva and forcibly comforted: “It’s okay, don’t worry, although they look a little scary, but
let’s Isn’t it a guest of Taozhiyuan? They won’t attack us.”

George Han nodded, which he agreed with the pangolin.

But in the next second, George Han yelled after an anger: “I’m going to your mother.”
Then, a sideways dodged directly, the pangolin hadn’t figured out why George Han
suddenly scolded himself, but saw a dark figure suddenly turned towards him. Strike by
yourself.

“I’m

doing it !” With a roar, the pangolin hurriedly shrank, and hurriedly used the armor on its
back to protect itself like a hedgehog. Although it moved too fast, it hit the ground heavily,
but it was painful and painful. The comparison of fate is obviously trivial.



“Wow!”

Even if one hides and the other is defended by armor, as the shadow passes by, the
strong wind driven by it still blows George Han and the pangolin to and fro until they are
separated by several tens of meters before stopping. Come.

After the blow was over, the two people waited for a while and saw no response, then
slowly raised their heads like tortoises. When they saw it, they looked at each other.

In the place where the two of them had just stayed, a huge gully about half a meter wide
and half a meter deep was cut on the ground.

Fortunately, it flashes fast!

“Didn’t you fucking say you can’t beat us?” George Han shouted at the pangolin.

“How the hell do I know why we are beating us?” The pangolin also replied depressed
loudly.

But just as the two of them spoke, at this time, the Dapeng had already turned around,
like an eagle predating, and dived down again.

The pangolin subconsciously wanted to shrink his head to avoid it, but when he moved,
he was surprised to find that the direction of Dapeng’s attack was not towards him, but
towards George Han. “Damn, didn’t you find me?” The pangolin touched his head, not
knowing why.

And almost at the same time that the pangolin was startled, the Dapeng over there had
already swooped down at George Han quickly.

If it were normal times, George Han would be nervous when faced with such a giant, but
it would definitely not be too embarrassing, but now that George Han is in such a
situation, there is nothing else but embarrassment at the moment.

Like a chicken that has lost the protection of a hen, facing the huge and sharp claws of
Dapeng.

“Swipe!”

George Han turned over almost subconsciously, and Dapeng’s sharp claws slashed
directly from a place less than centimeters beside him at an extremely fast speed. Only
the nails under his sharp claws took over the ground, paused. The time ground directly
ruptured the deep gully, and even the pangolin who was watching from the side was
frightened at this time.

After all, if George Han or himself were directly hit by this paw, he would probably be cut
into pieces on the spot.



“What are you doing in a daze? Come and help.” George Han yelled at the pangolin
after rolling in embarrassment.

Only then did the pangolin reflect, oh, just about to leave, suddenly another scream
came, and the huge peacock had suddenly attacked him.

“Damn, George Han has a dragon on him. Dapeng wants to eat him. I am not a human
being. What are you doing with me.” The pangolin screamed, and the whole person
quickly rushed to George Han’s side. Then, he dragged him. With George Han, he
immediately escaped.

Can’t beat it, run away from the head office, right?

But just as the pangolin took George Han into the ground, when the peacock and the
Dapeng shot down together, there was another long cry, and the giant bird with four
wings and eight tails suddenly spread its wings.

With a flap of its wings, the gusty wind struck, flying sand and rocks on the ground, just
for a moment, the ground was directly brought up by the gusty wind, and the ground was
hidden several meters deep underground. The pangolin and George Han, who had just
thought they were completely safe, were completely exposed. Two of you look at me, I
look at you.

What…what the fuck?
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